NOTES

This is a one size fits all pattern. Seam allowance is included but if you normally fit a larger size please add extra seam allowance where indicated. You’ll need to cut the Headband and Brim template sections on the fold - see explanation in tutorial video. This document has been setup as A4, so make sure to print to scale to ensure sizing stays true. Circle measurement has been provided to double check once printed.

To make a full double sided bucket hat (ability to be reversible) you’ll need to cut out 4x Headbands and 2x circles instead of numbers shown in video.

Have fun and tag @theessentialsclub with your outcome!!

If printed to scale, circle should measure 180mm (cut at 190mm wide if you want a larger fit.)
Please note: since filming the tutorial the headband section has been made to cut on the fold which isn’t reflected in the video. Continue to cut as the pattern shows below.
for larger fit and extra seam allowance cut on dotted line

4x Brim

ON THE FOLD